
We created our Those Who Dream star words to build on the contemporary tradition of passing out 
intention words on Epiphany—a tradition growing in popularity amongst many Protestant churches. To 
best serve your needs, we’ve provided multiple options for printing and distributing the star words to your 
congregation. We hope you will use the option that is most accessible and manageable for your context. 
We’ve also provided ideas for how you might use the star words for Epiphany Sunday worship and/or as 
daily devotionals throughout the season of Advent.

star words 
 for Advent & Epiphany 
Options + Ideas for Implementation

print & distribution options
option 1  Beautifully-Designed Sanctified Art Star Words
Share our beautifully-designed star words with your congregation. Though not in the shape of stars, these 
star words are easy to print and cut—and are also an artful item people might want to display in their homes 
throughout the year. Here are two easy ways to print and cut these star words:

A.  Print & Cut. Print the PDF on 8.5x11 paper in full color, single-sided. Use a paper cutter to cut each 
page down into 10 rectangular cards. We suggest you print on lightweight cardstock to give the words 
more durability. If you use a commercial printer, they should be able to cut the star words for you. 
Tell them to cut the PDF down to create 10 rectangles per page. Each rectangle is standard business 
card size: 2 inches by 3.5 inches. You can send them this printing template for cutting the star words:        
avery.com/templates/5371

B.  Print & Punch Out on Perforated Paper. Our star words PDF has been formatted so that, if you wish, 
you can print them on this perforated paper: avery.com/products/cards/5371. With this option, simply 
print and punch out each individual star word.

option 2  Print Words on Clear Labels 
If you prefer to pass out star words on star-shaped cutouts (the more traditional route), use our file designed 
for printing the words on these clear labels: avery.com/products/labels/6521. Once you print the labels, simply 
peel and stick them onto your star cutouts.

option 3  DIY Star Words 
If you have a long-standing star word tradition in your context and prefer to DIY them based on your preferred 
method, you are welcome to simply copy and paste our star words from this document to create your words 
however you wish. We hope our list includes some intention words that might be new for your congregation—
particularly, a number of non-English words—to deepen their year-long consideration and contemplation.
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IDEAS FOR HOW TO USE THE STAR WORDS
idea 1  Pass Them Out on Epiphany Sunday 
Print and create the star words in your preferred method, then, use our accompanying liturgy to integrate 
them into your Epiphany Sunday worship. Distribute the star words to your congregation, inviting them to 
contemplate and prayerfully consider their word throughout the coming year. We’ve included 150 words, so 
print as many copies as you need to make enough for your congregation.

idea 2   Distribute the Star Words to Use As a                                
Daily Devotional Throughout Advent 

You might consider this option if you have lots of young families and children in your congregation. Print our 
beautifully-designed star words and distribute them to families and/or individuals in your congregation. Since 
there are 150 star words in the PDF, you could divide them by 6, distributing a small stack of 25 star words to 
each family or individual. You could then invite your congregation to pull a star word each day, beginning on 
December 1st and continuing through Christmas day, and use that word for daily meditation and prayer.

Prompts for using the star words for daily prayer:

A.  Look up the definition of your word, even if it is a word you know well. You may even look into the 
etymology of the word and how its meaning has changed throughout history. If you drew a non-English 
word, do as much research as you can into the meaning of the word in its original culture.

B.  What does this word remind you of? Does it recall any memories or experiences? How might God be 
speaking to you through this word?

C.  See if you can find your word—or a synonym—in the Bible. What scripture passages can you find? How is 
the word used in these passages? Are there other scripture passages that remind you of your word?

D.  Write or speak aloud a prayer using your word. (This is a fun challenge for children using the star words.)

We hope these daily star word prompts might be especially meaningful for children—use them as a way to 
learn new vocabulary and languages! If you are worshiping virtually this Advent season, seek creative ways to 
share your daily star words with others in your church. You could post about them in a church Facebook group, 
or use the star word prompts as part of your weekly Bible study.

After you draw your daily star word, you might display it in your home. Use a paperclip to add it to ribbon, a 
tassel, or tinsel—string this on your Christmas tree, into a wreath, or along your mantle. Or, bend open a paper 
clip, and use it to punch a hole in your star word to transform it into a simple Christmas tree ornament and 
add it to your tree. Get creative—seek beautiful ways to add your daily star words to spaces around your home 
so that you will continue to see them and think about them throughout the Advent season.

idea 3   Combine Ideas 1&2! 
Love the idea of using the star words for Epiphany and throughout Advent? Well, maybe you don’t have to 
choose. You could use the star words as outlined in Idea #2. Then, for worship on Epiphany Sunday, invite each 
member in your congregation to bring one of the star words that was very meaningful to them throughout the 
Advent season to give away to someone else in the church. Each congregation member could even bring a few, 
but make sure they bring at least one for each member in their family. Collect their star words as they enter 
worship,¹ then redistribute them later in the worship service (following our accompanying liturgy). Worshipers 
will receive a new star word—one that was especially meaningful to someone in their community. This will be 
their star word to journey with throughout the new year. If you are worshiping online for Epiphany, you could 
invite congregation members to drop the star words they wish to give away at the church ahead of time. 
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1   If you can, you might invite folks to share about what star word they brought to worship to give away and why it was meaningful to them throughout the 
Advent season.
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   full list of star words
• dreamer
• awe
• rest
• resist
• imagine
• seek
• dwell
• learn
• play
• listen
• draw near
• see
• vision
• heal
• generosity
• share
• story
• clarity
• confidence
• commitment
• friendship
• creativity
• stability

• freedom
• release
• renew
• leadership
• discernment
• intention
• pursue
• pray
• tenderness
• forgiveness
• laughter
• zeal
• relationship
• be
• enthusiasm
• dig
• appreciation
• justice
• awareness
• reflect
• change
• silence
• insight

• patience
• wholeness
• health
• hospitality
• invite
• welcome
• wonder
• journey
• self-love
• begin
• abundance
• home
•  teaghlach-  

(irish/gaelic)

• community
• integrity
• passion
• nurture
• power
•  yeoubi-     

(korean)

• voice
• authenticity
• build

• language
• empathy
• time
• conviction
• education
• gratitude
•  saudade-    

(portuguese)

• quietness
• self-awareness
• affirmation
• walk
• birthing
• empower
•  cwtch-   

(welsh)

•  meraki- 
(greek)

•  fernweh-  
(german)

• feel
•  fika-        

(swedish)

• bravery
• courage
•  yūgen-      

(japanese)

•  metanoia- 
(ancient greek)

•  flâneur- 
(french)

• simplicity
• light
• sunrise
• sunset
• grow
• speak
• remember
• cherish
• centering
• embrace
• warmth
•  eunoia-     

(ancient greek)

• heliophilia
• choice
• family
•  chosen 

family
• breath
• desire
•  hygge-    

(danish)

• examine
• radiate
• source
•  kefi-      

(greek)

•  querencia- 
(spanish)

•  deunde-   
(spanish)

• vocation
• redamancy
• align
• sensitivity
• solitude
• discovery
• dance
• overflow
• include
• explore
• focus
•  soshin-      

(japanese)

• increase
• sow
• inspire

• sabbath
• wanderlust
•  sophrosyne- 

(ancient greek)

•  raison d’être-      
(french)

• weave
• activism
• awake
• adopt
• fearless
• wisdom
• trust
• loyal
• motivate
• rise up
• fast
• let go
• endurance
• forgive
• prayer


